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The President nnd Directors, 
Nr \vrich K'scplorptione Limited, 
Suite 403,
62 Richmond St. West, 
Toronto, l, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

This report describes the results of a program of 

geophysical survey carried out on your 4-eleim-group property 

located in Jessop Township, Porcupine Mining Division, Ontario. 

The survey was carried out in December, 1984, end January, 1085, 

fnd the results are depicted on the plan accompanying this report, 

plotted to o Bcple of l Inch B 200 Feet.

PROPERTY,. LOCATION, AND jIVCCTRSS^-

The property is comprised of the following four (4) 

claims:

F- G 1 047; and,

P-61050 to P-61052, inclusive.

The four claims are located in Lots 8 and 9, Concession IV, 

of Jessop Township,

Although the location IB only nbout l . 5 miles to the ground 

holding of Tifs-unino Airport, because of heavy, swampy bush, access 

h.-id to be made from s road which leode to the neighbouring Jamieson
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Township, and by bush ro*d for about S miles to the west boundary of 

thr claim froup.

The property area IR flat, swampy end overburdened, 

pnd nothing le known ?*e to the geology and structure. Small outcrops 

known in the township, however, Indicate that the eres le underlain by 

ncid tind bnsic volcanics.

Aeromagnetic Map No. 298G. , G. B. C. , shows no 

variation p.t the vicinity of the property.

The geophysical survey wes carried out by using * line 

grid, cut e^Bt'west to cover the erea where these eMms ore recorded 

in this divided township. It will be noted from the plan accompanying 

this report, that the claims fire smaller thpn recorded.

The lines were cut at 400- ft. intervals, and a total of 

4. 5 miles of line was cut for the geophyslcel survey.

The geophysical survey wes comprised of u complete 

magnetometer and electromagnetic coverage, with 100-ft. stations.
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The magnetometer survey wes carried out by using a 

Sharpe A -2 Mo|?n@tomet r, and a total of 3. 50 miles of magnetic 

survey wes carried out.

The electromagnetic survey was carried out by using a 

Sharpe SE* 200 Unit, v/ith parallel* lin  method, and s total of 3. 80 

miles of survey woe cnrried out.

: SUE VEY EE8ULTS AND ^^ INTERPRET ATION - 

The magnetometer survey encountered a magnetic eone 

alonp the west boundary of the surveyed area. The high readings 

rare up to about 600 gammas, against background readings in the 

order of 550 #ommae. A correlation with Aeromagnetic Map S98O, , 

G. S. C. , suggested thnt this ground magnetic anomaly m&y be related 

to i5.n aeromagnetic anomaly located at a distance of l mile to the west 

of the aeromagnetic anomaly outlined over Timmins Airport, staked 

by INCO, The said ground magnetic anomaly could also be due to a 

north* south diabase dike, which ie common in the area.

The magnetometer survey also encountered a weak magnetic 

area with hif?h readings in the order of 600-650 gammas, along the 

south boundary. This east -westerly indication could be due to a more 

basic typo of volcanics, and a parallel geological structure may be
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located in Cairns P-61047 end P-61052.

The electromagnetic survey obtained inconclusive 

results. This could be due to a heavy overburden situation, plus 

the fact that the line grid is parallel to the east-westerly structure. 

It, therefore, jippears justified to:

(1) test this group of claims by further 

transmitter-receiver separation, for 

an electromagnetic check- survey; end,

(2) cut some north-south lines in Claims 

P-61047 and P-61052, to check the 

east- westerly structure.

The magnetometer survey encountered two interesting 

indications, one along the waet boundary, end the other along the 

south boundary.

The electromagnetic survey results are inconclusive, 

and could he due to P heavy overburden situation.

A progrcm of electromagnetic check survey, with 

double (800-ft, ) transmitter-receiver separation and with
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north-south picket lines to be cut in Claims P-61047 and P-81052, 

ie recommended to further explore the property.

The estimated cost for this recommended check survey, 

ie in the order of Three Hundred Dollars ftSOO. 00),

Respectfully submitted, 

CANA EXPLORATION CONSULTANTS LIMITED

SSS:rw 
Bncl,

Toronto, Ontario, 

February 17th, 1965.

S. 8. Rzetu, Ph. D., 
Consulting Geologist.
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